Mile 8.0 - Badger Creek Rapid
15’ Drop - Rated 4-6 - Scout Left

First significant rapid in Marble Canyon.
Run down the tongue in the center of
the river. There’s a big hole along the
right edge of the tongue. Look for a
smooth horizon line with a slight hump
to it just right of center at the top of
the rapid. The hole is right behind the
horizon line. The entrance to the rapid
is turning left and tends to push you
towards the hole so make sure that you
don’t go into it. To the right of the hole
it’s all rocks and ledges and to the left of the tongue there are many rocks. -OR- Recognized by the roar of the rapids and two creeks entering the river on opposite sides.
Run down the right side of the midstream tongue. Rock on left side of tongue may be submerged. 6 foot drop of sharp falls and rocks.-OR- Substantial boulder right of
center near the top

Mile 11.4 - Soap Creek Rapid - 17’ Drop – Rated 5-6 - Scout Right on Limestone Block

The river turns to the left just before the rapid causing the boats to go too far right unless approached correctly. As you approach the rapid stay close to the left shore and
pass to the left of a large rock near the left shore. After the shoreline turns left stay just to the right of the eddy line. This will line you up with the tongue. Soap Creek
Rapid is two to three times as long as Badger and the waves are bigger -OR- Bad always, worst in Canyon above 50,000 cfs, 5 foot drop of sharp falls, rocks! Approach is
a tongue left of center. Run center, right, center -OR- Fun “run down the tongue” rapid

Mile 14.5 - Sheer Wall Rapid - 8’ Drop - Rated 2-5 6’ Sharp fall, long rapid, rocks, run left to right -OR- Easy down the middle, large boulder mid channel just

below the last of the Sheer Wall tail waves

Mile 17.1 - House Rock Rapid - 10’ Drop - Rated 4-6 - Scout Left

House Rock Rapid is a great raft flipper. The rapid turns hard right and there are two
holes on the outside of the turn. All the water feeds into the holes so you must be
rowing HARD right all the way down the rapid. Row 90 degrees to the current (not
just 90 degrees to the shoreline). When leaving the scouting beach it’s best to row
backwards and get to the right of the tongue. If you’re in the tongue your bow will get
turned downstream and you’ll end up trying to row uphill and end up hitting the holes
-OR- 6 foot drop of falls and rocks. Technical at low water. River makes a right bend,
run lies to right to avoid large reversal on left. -OR- Has large hydraulic holes at the
bottom on river left, where all the current goes. You will need to move to the right
through the rapid to avoid these holes, but will not be able to go too far right due to
boulders from the debris fan from Rider Canyon.

Mile 17.7 - Redneck Read-and-run, kicking waves at low water.
Mile 20.7 - North Canyon Rapid
12’ Drop - Rated 4-5 - Scout Right
Run L-L-L, easier at high water -OR- Read-and-run
Mile 21.4 - 21 Mile - 5’ Drop - Rated 4 Read-and-run
Mile 23.2 - Indian Dick - Rated 4-5 Stay left there is
a blind hole at the end of the tongue that can flip rafts
-OR- Sharp drop with a sharp lateral right side of the
rapid. Watch wall at bottom on right.
Mile 23.5 - 23-1/2 Mile - Rated 4 Read-and-run, avoid pour-over center left
Mile 24.4 - Georgie Rapid - Rated 4-5

There’s a tongue on center right. In high water it’s a nothing but in low water it will flip rafts. During low
water run along the right edge of the tongue. There’s a horizon line to the right of the tongue but the back
side is sloping and won’t do anything to a raft. -OR- Sharp drop with strong laterals right and left, more so
at low water. Submerged boulder along right bank in tail-waves.

Mile 24.7 - 24 1/2 Mile (Tanner Wash) Rapid - 9’ Drop - Rated 5-7 - Scout Left

There is a large ledge hole at the bottom right of a left turning rapid which cannot be seen until it’s too late. The
way to run it is to row backwards into the eddy water behind the hole on river left. When the stern of the raft cuts
across the eddy line the bow will swing downstream and you will float past the big ledge-hole. In low water the rapid
is no big deal. Just stay left. -OR- Very rough at low water, 9 foot sharp falls at head, rocks, run RC-L-L -OR- Right to
to left run, small pour-over on left at top, enter center, pull left

Mile 25.1 - Hansbrough-Richards Rapid (25 Mile Rapid) - 8’ Drop - Rated 4-7

It’s a left turning rapid. Start on the left of the wave train and pull left to stay off the rocks. -OR- 4 foot sharp
falls at head, rocks, run R-C-L -OR- Similar to 24-1/2, river bends around debris fan left, pass small pour-over
left then pull hard left. After tail-waves the current hits overhanging redwall cliff on left.

Mile 25.7 - Cave Springs Rapid - 6’ Drop - Rated 5 - Scout Right Go right -OR- run R-L -OR- Readand-run with easily avoidable pour-over in the middle of the tongue

Mile 26.9 - Tiger Wash Rapid - 7’ Drop - Rated 5 Sneak far left -OR- Run C -OR- Read-and-run wiith
rocking big waves. Just below tail-waves rockfall scattered large boulders in the river.

Mile 29.4 - Twenty Nine Mile Rapid - 7’ Drop - Rated 2-4 Stay right of rock and reversal. Run
R-C -OR- Read-and-run, down the middle, watch boulders on right side.
Mile 36.3 - 36 Mile Rapid - Rated 4 Read-and-run.
Mile 44 - President Harding Rapid - 4’ Drop - Rated 2-5
Pass to the left of the large boulder -OR- Huge rock run R-R-R-L -OR- Right channel obstructed in

1999, read-and-run left of boulder

Mile 52.4 - Nankoweap Rapid
27’ Drop - Rated 3-4

One of the longest rapids in the canyon, stay right for
dry run, large boulder mid left in upper portion

Mile 56.3 - Kwagunt Rapid
7’ Drop - Rated 4-6 - Scout Right

It’s a sharp left then right turning rapid. Enter on
the left side because there’s a big hole on the right
half way down the rapid -OR- Large pour-over in
the center of the top of the rapid along with sleeper
boulder near left shore at lower end. Left entrance,
moving to the right once past the pour-over.

Mile 60.1 - Sixty Mile Rapid - Rated 4

Go center-left, read-and-run, large pour-over on the
right side of this rapid near the top.

Mile 65.9 - Lava Canyon - 8’ Drop - Rated 4

5 foot sharp drop; rocks; easier at high water; Run Center
-OR- Straightforward, read-and-run.

Mile 69 - Tanner Rapid - 20’ Drop - Rated 2-4

Start center moving left. There’s a couple of large wave-holes at the bottom of the rapid that can flip a
raft. At the next right hand bend there’s a large blind hole at the start of the rapid which starts on the
left. The current tends to push you left there so stay to the right. -OR- 6 foot waves, rocks, run C-R-L
-OR- Large boulders and pour overs on river right. The run is left of center but then a rock bar in the
tail-waves requires a move back to river right.

Mile 69.9 - Basalt Rapid - Rated 2 Sharp drop on left at low flows, at high flows hydraulics are sharp.

Mile 72.9 - Unkar Rapid
25’ Drop
Rated 4-7 - Scout Left

Approach the rapid along
the right shore. Just
before entering the rapid
the current will push you across the face of the rapid from right to left. Go with the flow
until you can enter the tongue down the center of the river. Stay center for the rest of this
long rapid or you can end up getting hung up on rocks. If you enter the rapid too far left
you will end up going through a nasty hole just below the start of the wave train near the
left wall. -OR- 3/10 of a mile long, 8 foot sharp fall at start into huge rocks and 10 foot
standing waves. River makes a right bend, run just to the right of center -OR- A number of
boulder pour overs on river right. The tongue has hydraulics on river left. Rock fall litters
the left side. Typical run down the tongue, pulling right to stay away from the cliff as the
river bends right.

Mile 73.6 - 73.6 Mile Riffle Read-and-run with substantial pour
overs on the left, on the right current sweeps right of cobble island.
You can go right or left just don’t go too far left in the main channel.
Mile 75.8 - Nevills Rapid -15’ Drop - Rated 4-7 - Scout Left

Enter left and stay left. There’s several large rocks in the main
current towards the bottom of the rapid -OR- A number of boulder
pour-overs throughout making for fun read-and-run. Consider left
entrance moving back right, look for sleepers.

Mile 77.2 – Hance Rapid
30‘ Drop - Rated 7-8
Scout Left (or Right)

The favorite route is to go down river left
sideways facing left until I just pass to the
left of the big boulder. I then take a couple
of hard strokes to catch the eddy behind
the boulder. The bow of the raft then swings
around and I finish the rapid bow first down
the left side. During low water scout this
route carefully for rocks that are just under
the surface after the large boulder. The
second route is to start on river right and
stay close to the left side of the entrance.
As soon as you can, turn facing right and
row backwards as hard as you can so that
you end up near the river left shore. -ORBad at all levels. Worst in the canyon at 9-15,000 CFS. Wildest rapids on the river. 30 foot total drop in 1/2 mile. 5 foot
sharp drop and vertical 4 foot V-falls on right at approach. Rocks at center of V always bad. Waves very bad on the right
bank high. Run left from the middle, avoiding the large reversal bottom right -OR- Severe debris flow
from Red Canyon in 2012 closed left run. Left run reportedly possible at medium to high water, right
to left run also an option, right to right run also viable run but requires threading between very sharp
pour-overs. Right runs are best scouted from river right. Son-of-Hance, 1/4 mi downstream has some
large waves that can be passed on the right or left, otherwise hit em straight.

Mile 79.1 - Sockdolager Rapid
19’ Drop - Rated 5-7 - Scout Left

It’s a long rapid. Start center left moving hard left
to avoid the first big wave. -OR- Big drop with chute
between two huge reversals. Low shows house-size
boulders and two sharp 4 foot falls at start. Route is
to the left, avoiding a huge reversal that runs approximately 45 degrees from the right side about half way
down the rapids -OR- Left at top to avoid large hole
and lateral wave, several pour-overs and haystack
hydraulics.

Mile 82.1 - Grapevine Rapid - 18’ Drop - Rated 6-7 - Scout Left

Start center angling right then work back to center as soon as you can. There’s
a hole on the left and a ledge on the right not too far down the rapid. It’s a nice
long rapid like Sockdolager but doesn’t have the huge wave at the beginning.
-OR- Narrow and swift. Violent in high water and rough sharp falls at low. Worst
in canyon below 7,000 cfs. Bad 8 foot vertical falls at start into big boulder. Run
center, then pull left. Easy 20K+ -OR- A center-right rock pile at the top of the
rapid, and a sharp lateral hole in the left tongue. Be sure to scout this at low to
medium water levels since there are some shallow rocks at the top.

Mile 84.1 - 83 Mile Rapid - Rated 4

Low 7 foot falls into rocks. Easier High. Run C-L -OR- A short sharp drop, with a
steep pour-over on river left. Approach on left to avoid eddy, move to right, enter
right of center to miss pour-overs, sharp hydraulic haystacks in the waves below
the right side tongue at lower water

Mile 85.3 - Zoroaster - Rated 4-7 - Scout Left
Start left. -OR- Technical at low water with 5 foot sharp fall into
rocks. Easier at high water -OR- Read-and-run with sharp hydraulic

waves. Current moves close to the right wall in the second
half.

Mile 85.8 - 85 Mile Rapid - Rated 3-4
Run right. Watch for hole half way down -OR- Two offset holes,

skirt on right or left.

Mile 89.5 - Pipe Creek Rapid - Rated 3 Between Phantom

Ranch and Horn Creek are several left turning rapids with bad
keeper eddies. Left turning rapids should be run to the inside of
the turn -OR- Strong eddy on river right at the foot of the rapid
that can be passed by staying to the left through the rapid.

Mile 90.8 - Horn Creek Rapid - 20’ Drop - Rated 7-9 - Scout Left (or Right)

At the start are two rock piles that are referred to as the horns. In high water the horns are covered and
in low water they’re exposed. As you pass by Pipe Creek Beach look for a lone rock just off the beach.
If the rock is underwater then just go down the middle of Horn creek, passing between the horns. The
hole between and below the horns will be filled in. If the rock is out of the water stop and scout Horn
Creek Rapid from the left. Favorite route is to pass very close to the left edge of the right horn. This will
place you just to the right of the hole that’s just downstream and between the horns. It will also place
you far enough to the left of the holes that are in the right hand wave train. -OR- Easy high; very bad
low (at low water route is between two rocks that form the “horns”. Right tongue generally preferred
route. Large reversals left of center and left at approach. River makes abrupt, rapid drop through narrow
passageway into three successive standing waves, each one greater -OR- At 12,000 cfs or below the run
is a right to left move going right of the right horn with momentum to the left. At higher water levels it
is possible to”split the horns” and enter left of the right horn. Mind the wall at the left at the bottom.

Mile 93.1 - Salt Creek Rapid - Rated 3
Read-and-run

Mile 93.9 - Granite Rapid
17’ Drop - Rated 7-8 - Scout Left

In high water the best approach is to
come in from river left to avoid being
flipped by the big reactionary waves
along the right wall. You may be hitting
the big hole at the bottom of the rapid
but it won’t do anything to you as long
as you have the raft pointing towards
the hole as you hit it. In low water the
best route is down the wave train along
the wall because the left approach has
too many rocks in the way. Going down
the wave train will keep you to the
right of the hole at the bottom. Below the rapid
on the right is a huge eddy that’s hard to get out
of. If you do get caught in the eddy the best way
out is at the lower end of the eddy. -OR- Start
right center through first boulders, then right at
most water levels. Avoid the canyon wall. Bad
low water, easier high. Run RC-C -OR- Scout
from balcony above back of camp or walking
river left. Rocks on left force the current to the
right and into the schist cliffs. Water rebounds
off the cliff into more water moving right. At the
foot of the rapid is a large hole mid channel. Run
down the ridge top of laterals, going just right of
the hole at the bottom while avoiding the wall
on the far right.

Mile 95.5 - Hermit Rapid -15’ Drop - Rated
7-8 - Scout Left Below Creek

Hermit is the biggest wave train on the river, the fifth wave being the biggest. The ninth wave is now a hole that can flip a raft. It’s best to move right before or
right after running the fifth wave. In low water it’s no problem. Just go down the middle and move a little to the right as you run the rapid in order to avoid the
hole. In high water the waves keep getting bigger with the fifth wave being a monster. If you go down the middle keep pushing hard on your oars and keep them
in the water so the water will carry you over the fifth wave. Another option is to go hard left at the top of the rapid and then run the rapid to the left of the wave
train. -OR- 12 foot waves; rocks! Bad low, easier high. Take the center course. Big drop; big haystacks. Run RC-C -OR- Large rapid with a series of huge standing
waves that usually reach their peak midway through this rapid in the fifth wave, which can easily flip an 18 -foot raft at water levels around 17-19,000 cfs. This
series of waves can be missed by going to the right or left of the wave train. Irregular, choppy, watch 10th wave too.

Mile 97.1 - Boucher Rapid - 13’ Drop - Rated 4-5 Rocks, run RC-C -OR- Read-and-run rapid

Mile 98.8 - Crystal Rapid - 25’ Drop - Rated 7-10 - Scout Right

At any water level you can approach the rapid to the right of the tongue, staying as
close to the shore as possible. Keep the raft close to the shore as you pass by the second
hole. Keep moving the raft to the right and finish the rapid on the right of the rock piles.
Another option is to go down the tongue and go to the left of the holes. Don’t go too far
left because you’ll end up going over a pretty big ledge. You can then finish the rapid to
the far left of the rock garden. Be careful though because there’s a few holes on the left
side. A third option is to go down the tongue rowing backwards and break through the right
diagonal. I don’t really like this line because it’s too easy to be fed into one of the two
holes. -OR- Big drop on a curve with two big reversals slightly left of center. The rapids sit
on a right bend of the river with enormous reversals left. Shallows and rocks right force an
entry farther left than would be desired. Once past these rocks, pull to the right to miss
“The Eater”. A smooth course of water runs to the right of this reversal, then diagonally
across to the left. This is “The Freeway”. A diagonal traverse across the Freeway is desired
because of a rock garden and ledge on the right shortly past the Eater -OR- Strong holes
at the top and a large rock garden at the bottom. Either right or left run will avoid the top
holes. Not too far left or deal with a very strong eddy fence and pour-over at the top of
the Slate Creek eddy. Just past the eddy the river left wall projects into the river and flips
rafts as well. Once past upper holes stay way left or way right of mid-stream to clear the
rock garden at the foot.

Mile 99.7 - Tuna Creek Rapid
10’ Drop - Rated 5-6

Tuna Rapid has a sharp 90° left turn at the bottom. Keep
to the left as you go around the corner in order to avoid
being slammed against the right wall. The section coming
up is called the Gems because of the names of the rapids.
They’re like the Roaring 20s except much bigger. Just read
them on the fly and run them. -OR- S-curve to the left;
then left around huge boulder and reversal in the center
at the bottom of the rapids. Fierce hydraulics; avoid
canyon wall. Run R-C-R -OR- Pour-over in mid-channel.
Run on right with move left near tail-waves to avoid large
hydraulics on right as river bends.

Mile 100 - Lower Tuna Rapid - Rated 4
Stay left to avoid cobble from Tuna Creek

Mile 101.1 - Agate Rapid - Rated 3
Read-and-run down the middle.

Mile 101.8 - Sapphire Rapid - 7’ Drop - Rated 6

The biggest of the series. Run down the wave train and watch out for a ledge on the
right near the bottom of the rapid. -OR- Run R-R! Large boulder and reversal at bottom
-OR- Read-and-run with a sharp hole in the middle of the rapid.

Mile 102.6 - Turquoise Rapid 2’ Drop
Rated 3 Run center left -OR- Read-and-run
Mile 104.4 - Emerald Rapid (104 Mile )
Rated 5 Run center left -OR- Read-and-run

with large hydraulic waves

Mile 105.2 - Ruby Rapid - 11’ Drop
Rated 4-6 - Scout Left Stay left -OR- Readand-run with large haystack wave train which
forms on right.

Mile 106.5 - Serpentine Rapid - Rated 4

Enter on the left. There are two sleeper pour
overs on the top right that can flip your raft.
-OR- Well disguised monster reversal on right
half of tongue; must take rapids on far left
of tongue! -OR- Read-and-run with large
haystack wave train which forms on river
right. Avoid large pour-over on right near top.

Mile 108.4 - Bass Rapid - Rated 4-5
Pass mid-channel boulder bar right or left

Mile 109.3 - Shinumo Rapid
Rated 4-5 Read-and-run with clear right
channel

Mile 109.6 - 109 Mile Rapid
Rated 2 Sleeper fangs of schist on right
Mile 110.4 - 110 Mile Rapid
Read-and-run

Mile 111.4 - Hakatai Rapid - Rated 4-5 Easy rapid
Mile 112.8 - Walthenberg Rapid - 15’ - Drop - Rated 3-7 - Scout Right

Big, long rapid. The start of the rapid is recognized as you go around a left turn and notice two very large boulder piles. The river then turns right. Stay as far
right as you can for the first 100 yards in order to avoid a very large hole on the left near the start of the rapid. Run the rest of the rapid anywhere. -OR- Low
shows boulder and 6 foot sharp falls at center. Termed a “surprise” and a “sleeper”. Technical at low water. 12 foot waves. Run R-R-C -OR- Large mid-channel
hole may be bypassed on the shallower and rocky right side, or by going left of the hole into big hydraulic waves.

Mile 119.3 - Mile 119 Mile Rapid - Rated 2 Read-and-run

Mile 122.2 - 122 Mile Rapid - Rated 4 Read-and-run

Mile 120.6 - Blacktail Rapid - Rated 3 Read-and-run

Mile 123.3 - Forester - Rated 3-6 Read-and-run

Mile 125.5 - Fossil Rapid - Rated 3-6
Long & serpentine -OR- Read-and-run, s-shaped,

small boulder pile in the middle of the tongue
at the top that is usually passed on river right.
Current is deflected left by a cobble bar to the
left shore where it is deflected to the right. Avoid
ledges right at top.

Mile 126.4 - Inconsequential Riffle

Two opposing debris fans. Hydraulics can surf a
raft.

Mile 127.5 - 127 Mile Rapid - Rated 3
Read-and-run

Mile 129.2 - 128 Mile
Rapid Rated 3
Avoid wall on left

Mile 129.7
Specter Rapid
4’ Drop - Rated 6
Scout Left

Raft flipping rapid. The wave train follows the right wall with reactionary waves coming off the wall.
Just to the left of the wave train is a very wide ledge hole. High water run: If you try pulling away
from the waves you’ll end up falling into the ledge-hole. The way to run it is to drift to the left of
a small island in the middle of the smooth water just before the rapid. As you pass the island start
rowing backwards very hard and bust through the left diagonal as early as you can. Keep rowing so
that you clear the big ledge-hole then just drift down the left side. Low water run: The left side
of the river is too rocky so start on the right of the island and just run down the wave train. -ORSpecter Rapid rating has changed due to 1989 flash flood. Can not cheat rapid!! Rock formation on
right at river level. -OR- Schist island in the middle is normally passed on the left, below the current
is moving toward the right wall and rebounding. Large hole in the middle of the upper section. Split
between the right side of this hole and the right wall. Above 20,000 cfs run left of hole.

Mile 131.1 - Bedrock Rapid - 7’ Drop - Rated 7 - Scout Right

You MUST go right. Go down sideways staying right and rowing backwards to the right as hard as
possible. The raft must end up on the right side of the pillow in front of the huge boulder. As soon
as you’re past the pillow quit rowing so you don’t get caught in the sticky eddy on the right. The
left side is a maze of crash crosscurrents and a very sticky eddy. If you go left you stand a very good
chance of either flipping the raft or slamming hard against the backside of the rock pile -OR- Large
boulder in center of channel presents tricky challenge. “Appears deceptively gentle. Run R! -ORStay right as close to shore as possible and pull hard right once clear of boulders along the shore to
stay in the water moving right of the island.

Mile 132.3 - Dubendorff Rapid - 15’ Drop - Rated 5-7 - High Water Scout Right - Low Water Scout Left

In high water the best route is down the small V on center right. The main flow has a big flipping holes in the wave train and a big hole at the bottom left that
has a rock in the middle of it. During low water the right is too rocky for rafts. Start just to the left of the rocks in the center of the river, entering to the right of
the tongue, and try hard to get right by the time you get to the bottom. -OR- Run right of the V and stay
out of the slop; pull right half way through. Huge reversal at center bottom. -OR- Center rock pile with
numerous holes on the left side. Enter left tongue, row toward the base of the boulder pile, then float thru
the rapid... or hang on thru sharp drops. Run left of large rock near shore at the bottom right.

Mile 134.3 - Tapeats Rapid - Rated 4-5 Stay in the middle of the wave train because there’s a big hole
on both the left and the right half way down the rapid -OR- Watch for medium sized holes in the center

of the rapid and near the left shore

Mile 135.3 - Helicopter Eddy Rapid - 11’ Drop - Rated 3 Powerful tight eddy on river left
Mile 138.4 - Doris Rapid - Rated 4 Stay in the middle of the waves. There’s a big hole to the right of
the wave train -OR- Sharp short rapid with real waves, expect to get wet
Mile 139.2 - 138 1/2 Mile Rapid - Rated 3 Current moving into a finger of rock from river left and
forming boils and sharp eddy lines

Mile 139.7 - Fishtail Rapid - 10’ Drop - Rated 4 Low water start center right because there’s a big
hole at the bottom of the wave train on river left. During high water it’s OK to run the wave train. -ORRun C-R -OR- A large hole and waves on the left for a wet and splashy run, dry run on right
Mile 141.7 - 141 Mile Rapid - Rated 2 Small waves avoided on right
Mile 144 - Kanab Rapid - 18’ Drop - Rated 2-5 One of the longest rapids and the beginning of fast

flowing water -OR- Run C -OR- Read-and-run

Mile 148.4 - Matkatamiba Rapid - 5’ Drop - Rated 1 Read-and-run
Mile 150.2 - Upset Rapid - 15’ Drop - Rated 6-8 - Scout Right As you go around the left bend
there’s a gravel beach downstream on river right. In high water the gravel will be covered and you can
proceed down the right. In low water you will want to pull over before the gravel and scout. At the lower
end of the rapid there’s a very large hole in the right center of the river. Now you know why this rapid is
called Upset. The run is to drift down sideways on river right while pulling hard to the right so that you
go between the hole and the gravel beach. You can also go down the left but if you do go left end up way left as you go past the hole. Right above the hole on
the left is a diagonal curl that tends to feed you into the hole. -OR- Huge holes at bottom left and right at most water levels. Bad low; easier high. Run R -ORWide hole at the bottom. Dry but tight right hand run and fast and wet left hand run along the wall. Down the middle through-the-hole not recommended.
Mile 154 - Sinyella Rapid - Rated 2 Read-and-run

Mile 167 - National Rapid - Rated 2 Read-and-run

Mile 157.3 - Havasu Rapid - Rated 3 Small tight channel next to left
bank, small rick island center left, wide read-and-run right

left or the right

Mile 165 - Tuckup Rapid - Rated 2 Read-and-run

Mile 171.9 - Gateway Rapid - Rated 2 Left at bottom to avoid boulder field

Mile 168.5 - Fern Glen Rapid Rated 2 Pour-over in the middle, pass it on the

Mile 179.7 - Lava Falls Rapid - 37’ Drop in 200 Yards - Rated 9 - Scout Right Then Left

Since 1995 the left side was fairly easy. Lately the left side has been getting harder especially at low water. It’s
now easier to run the right side. Plan to enter the rapid as close to the huge ledge hole as you dare. This will
line you up for the center of the big V-wave. After powering through the V-wave try to pull the raft a bit to the
left then square up before riding the tail waves. -OR- Routes: right, left and dory slot. The dory slot is in the
middle and can be distinguished only by a bubble line. The right route is worst, and is haunted by “Death Rock”
below. At low flows, left route disappears. Be certain
to scout from water level: approach is unmarked by any
definable landmarks. -OR- Both sides offer passage,
but the left side gets rocky at lower water levels. The
center of the rapid at the top has a wide, sharp drop
called the Ledge Hole that easily flips oar boats. If in
doubt, scout the rapid from both sides.

Mile 180.1 - Lower Lava Rapid - Rated 4
Little Lava, water hits wall on left -OR- Read-and-run
Mile 185.7 - 185 Mile Rapid - Rated 2
Easy read-and-run

188.3 - Whitmore Wash Rapid
10’ Drop - Rated 3
10 foot total drop at 12K -OR- Straightshot, read-and-run,

Mile 205.4 - Kolb Rapid (205 Mile)
Rated 6

The rapid turns left at the bottom then
right. Start center or just left of center
then move left at the bottom of the rapid
just enough so that you don’t end up in the eddy on the right. Don’t pull too hard to the left or you will end
up in a giant eddy on the left -OR- Read-and-run, left of center entrance, move left before bottom to avoid
river right wall, once past it wall move right to avoid river left wall.

Mile 209.2
209 Mile Rapid - Rated 5

BIG pulsating hole in the middle of the river. There’s a large lava rock near
the right shore right before the river turns sharp right. About 100 yards
after the right turn there’s a big, pulsating hole waiting to gobble you up.
In high water you can pull almost all of the way to the left shore and miss
it easily. In low water the left side has lots of rocks in the way so you can’t
pull over as soon. Keep pulling to the left even if it looks like you might
not make it. There’s a little diagonal wave at the left edge of the hole
that will deflect you away from the hole. -OR- Island; big hole top right
channel at low water -OR- In the right channel around the island. Large
hole in the middle. Typical run is left of hole, right run is tight.

Mile 212.5 - Little Bastard Rapid - Rated 3 - Scout Left
Small pour-over mid channel pass either side

Mile 216 - Three Springs Rapid - Rated 2
Rock island, larger channel is left, no right below 7,000 cfs

Mile 217.8 - 217 Mile Rapid - 17’ Drop - Rated 5 - Scout Left
Last rapids with large waves; Like 205 except a little easier -OR- Read-

and-run, down the middle

Mile 219.6 - Ducky Eater Riffle Read-and-run, river goes left into the
rock wall causing a strong crosscurrent hydraulic effect.
Mile 220.7 - Granite Spring Rapid - Rated 2 Read-and-run
Mile 223.7 - 224 Mile Rapid Rated 3 Some sharp hydraulics

Mile 225.9 - Diamond Creek Rapid - Rated 4 Read-and-run, lots of shallow rocks
Mile 229.2 - Travertine Rapid - Rated 2 Read-and-run left side of cobble bar.
Mile 231 - 231 Mile Rapid - Rated 5 - Scout left Run down the right -OR- A
few sharp holes on the center and left, and large hydraulics throughout

Mile 232.5 - Killer Fang Falls (232 Mile) - Rated 5 - Scout Right (from a big eddy)

There’s a big, long wave train that starts on center left and ends up on the right. On the right edge and at the end of the wave train there are two tall skinny rocks
that look like fangs. The fang rocks are about twenty feet off the right shore. Try to cross the wave train as soon as possible in order to avoid being pinned on the
fang rocks. If you don’t succeed in crossing the wave train square up your raft and squeeze between the fangs and the right shoreline. I’ve seen it done with an
18 foot raft. -OR- Avoid fang rocks at the end, flushes out at high water >14K -OR- Should be scouted, pour-over on left, easy tongue entrance into laterals that
move the current to the right, schist fins in the current line on right. Left run of the left side pour-over lands you well clear of the fins in the eddy on river left.
If right of the pour-over break the laterals very high.

Mile 233.9 - 234 Mile Rapid - Rated 5 Start on River Right -OR- Read-and-run, don’t confuse with Bridge Canyon Rapid 1 1/2 miles downstream. Bridge

Canyon is passable left of center, this is not.

Mile 235.3 - Bridge Canyon Rapid - Rated 4 Read-and-run
Mile 236 - Gneiss Canyon Rapid - Rated 5 Strong S-curve with an upper right and lower left hole

